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INTRODUCTION

In response to increasing demands by the public for involvement
in the decision making process, the Forest Service has initiated a new
planning concept for its National Forests in the East. This concept

is stated in The System for Managing the National Forests in the

Eggg and recognizes that these National Forests are an integral part

of the whole National Forest system in the United States. This document,

frequently called "The System," sets down criteria for managing all

eastern National Forests which are further broken down into homo-

genous areas called regions. There is also a set of criteria for

decision making for each region. This set of criteria is called

the "Guide." Each region is then broken down into "units" and for

each uit there is developed a set of criteria called a "unit plan."

The unit plan is the common denominator for management in each region.

Once uit plans are written for each unit, the sum of these plus the

"Guide" for the region make up the "Master Plan" for that region

(U.S.D.A., Forest Service, 1970).

The Supervisor's Office for each National Forest makes up each

nit plan from data and information collected on the unit by the

district rangers and Unit Planning Team. Once the unit plan is

compiled the district rangers try to carry out the decisions contained

in it. Public involvement is now a big part of the unit planning

process and the idea of "multiple use" is emphasized in the Qgidg

for Managing the National Forests in the Appalachians. The Guide states

l
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the Forest Service should as a first objective

"promote and achieve a pattern of natural resource uses

that will best meet the needs of the people now and in

the future" (U.S.D.A., Forest Service, 1971).

The large quantity of data which must be handled in making up

the unit plan posed a problem for unit planning teams when they had

to do all calculations by "hand" and without the use of a computer.

Many hours have to be spent evaluating trade-offs between alternatives

which could be used otherwise. Also, there could be only two alterna-

tives evaluated at once rather than many.

Objective

The objective of this study was to apply linear programming as

a more efficient means of evaluating the trade—offs between alterna-

tives on the High Knob Unit of the Jefferson National Forest and to ·

set up a more general procedure for using this kind of methodology on

other uits. The best existing data were to be used including the

estimates and "rules of thumb" that were already being used to make

decisions since the data for this kind of model was very scattered and

indefinite. The model was then to be computerized to eliminate the

time spent with calculators and pencils and to give the option of

evaluating more alternatives at once. For a more realistic model

of the decision making process, budget constraints were also to be

a part of the model.
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Literature Review

The concept of multiple use did not originate in this country
but dates back to European coutries such as Germany. Early German
estate foresters were often more concerned with production of good

deer hunting or water rather than timber. In this country, the

first emphasis on multiple use comes from a letter written by

Woodrow Wilson to Gifford Pinchot, the first Chief Forester. Wilson

said:

"In the administration of the forest reserves it must be

clearly borne in mind that all land is to be devoted to
‘

its most productive use for the permanent good of the

whole people and not for the temporary benefit of

individuals or companies."

Since this letter was written, there has been more and more an

emphasis on multiple use management on nationally owned forests

(Gregory, 1972). This emphasis is embodied in the Multiple Use-
n

Sustained Yield Act of 1960 and in various administrative directives

and practices.

The increasingly competitive nature of producing timber, forage,

wildlife, recreation, and water on forest lands was emphasized by

Zivnuska (1961). He indicated that the basic problem of multiple

use management was that of identifying costs and values associated

with the products.

This, along with work done by McComb (1963), is still as

I important today as it was when the work was done. McComb was concerned
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with specifying what aspects of multiple use should be questioned.

He felt that there was a great need for information about plant

and animal ecosystems, economics and human needs since multiple

products of forest land compete for the factors of production. The

aspects that needed investigation were: detailed resource inven-

tories, production capabilities for each possible product on par-

ticular land areas, joint production relationships, and "accurately

estimated production rates of each product in terms of important

controlling environmental factors."

Gregory (1955) published a model for multiple use and joint

production. He made assumptions for his model and pointed out the

difficulty in quantifying some of the variables. This model was
A

then modified by Muhlenburg (1964) who pointed out some of the

difficulties and drawbacks that were present in Gregory's model.

Later, Ridd (1965) discussed two general approaches to multiple

use research, one resource—oriented and the other area-oriented. He

discussed these two methods, showed the need for a real analysis for

multiple use land management and then offered an outline for making

the analysis.

Recently, several studies examined topics closely related to this

project but not identical to it. The United States Forest Service is

developing a linear programming model for the management of the

Eldorado National Forest in California. Publications on this project

have reported only timber—oriented multiple use alternatives so far.

Bell (1970) gives an example of optimization techniques in land manage-

ment and looked at the "Eldorado Model." The model assumes that land
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management requires ore than one input and usually results in more

than one output. It used linear programming to handle these relation-

ships and to recognize and evaluate the effects of imposing or relaxing

constraints.

Halterman (1972) used a linear programming model to integrate

timber and wildlife management in Maryland's Pocomoke State Forest.

His objectives were, first, to set up a cutting schedule to provide a

maximum even annual flow of sawtiber and second, to assess the effects

on the timber management plan of various modifications toimprove forests'

wildlife habitat. This program provides information about the rate of

substitution between wildlife production and timber production. The

study covered a relatively small area but pointed out some of the problems

involved in mathematical programming models for multiple use planning.

It is valuable as a basis for building larger models.

Navon (1971), with the help of his associates at the Pacific

Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, has developed Timber

RAM which is a long range planning method for commercial timber lands

under multiple use management. At first this seemed applicable to

the uit planning problem, but there are drawbacks which convinced

the personnel on this project to use a regular linear programming

model instead. The main disadvantages was that Timber RAM did not

correlate the activity for a product to the location on the study area

where the activity was to take place. The method we have developed

correlates activities and location and thus makes the plan for the

unit more specific to the work to be done on the ground.



STUDY AREA

The High Knob Unit of the Jefferson National Forest, located in

Lee, Scott, and Wise counties in Virginia, was used as the study area

for this project (Fig. 1). The unit contains approximately 71,000

acres of government owned land and is located on the southern part of the

Clinche RangerDistrict.

The climate of the area is moderate most of the year due to the

moderating influence of the Atlantic Ocean. The temperature extremes

range from -10 to O degrees in the winter and from about 90 to 100

degrees in the summer. The extremes, however, usually last for

relatively short periods.

The main soil types found on the unit are loams, sandy loams ·

and sandy clay loams with a deposit of organic matter in some places.

The surface soil is usually 4 to 8 inches deep.

There is a noticeable amount of rocks mixed with the soil, especially

sandstone. The land is relatively steep having slopes over 45 percent

in many places.

The predominant timber species are cove and upland hardwoods. The

area is capable of producing high quality timber. Wildlife species

include deer, grouse, squirrel, turkey and numerous non-game species.

Mountain streams provide trout fishing and the Clinche River provides

warm water fishing.

There are numerous developed recreation areas on the unit including

High Knob Lake, Bark Camp Lake, Bark Camp Recreation area, Hanging

Rock Picnic Area, and Flatwoods Group Picnic Area. Some of the many

6
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recreation activities are hnmting, fishing, driving, campi_ng, picnicking,

and swimming. This great diversity of activities is one reason why

the unit was picked for this study.



PROCEDURE

LP Description

Linear programming is a mathematical procedure used to find

a combination of constrained inputs which will most closely meet

an objective set by the manager for these particular inputs.

The general linear programming problem can be defined as

follows (Taha, 1971):

Maximize (or minimize)

X0 = ClXl + CZXZ + CBX3 + . . . + Cnxn

Subject to

+ + + . . . + (g = < ballxl al2x2 al3x3 alnxn
’ "> 1

+
• • •

= b
a2lxl + a22x2 + azaxa + aznxn (1* *1) 2

amlxl + amzxz + am3x3 + . . . f amnxu (3„',5) bm

xl: 0, x2 :0, x3 :0, . . . xn iO, where cj, bi,

and aij (i = 1,2, ... m; j = 1,2, . . .n) are constants which

are determined depending on the technology of the problem, and

xj are the decision variables.
This system can be solved by the Simplex method. To find the

solution to our problem we used the Mathematical Programming System
(MPS) which has been developed for the IBM computer. This system

_ gives many options for expanding constraints and finding resulting .

9
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changes in the optimal solution including a sensitivity analysis of
‘

the solution. See Freeman and Laird (1970) for more information on

bTS.

h
Selection gf Management Qnigs

The Forest Service Supervisor's Office in Roanoke, Virginia has

recently stored inventory and soils data on "grid maps." This is a

relatively new technique but it is basically the process of breaking

down each base map into square blocks called grids and recording the

information for each cell by placing the appropriate number (O to 9)

on the coding forms. Each line on the coding form is punched onto

a computer card and then a computer map is produced by inputting this

data into the Harvard Grid Program ($i¤t¤¤ 3Hd Stéiüitz, l97l)·

The map produced is called a "grid map" and the coded data is

represented on the map by differentially shaded areas (each code

number is represented by a different shade). Included on each map

is a legend to define each shade and a frequency table to show the

number of cells present in each shade. Also, each cell is given a

coordinate such as you find on a graph. Therefore each cell can be

identified by its coordinate number on the maps.

The area represented by each cell on the ground depends on the

size of the grids on the overlay used to code the data and by the

scale of the base map. Each grid cell represented 21.6 acres on all

of our grid maps.
·
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The ideal management unit for this problem would be the grid cell.

However, there are just too many 21.6 acre cells on some units,

especially the High Knob Unit. The more management units there are

the more troublesome and expensive it becomes to computerize the

problem. One alternative would be to use a larger grid size. When

this is done, however, coding the data becomes more difficult since

it is harder to put a larger cell into one single category.

To solve this problem we "aggregated" grid cells. The criteria

for this aggregation were based upon variables that we thought would

give us the most information just by the aggregation itself. Basically,

the aggregation process simply "aggregates" cells together which have

similar characteristlcs for each of the variables and are contiguous

(including corner cells) on the grid maps. The variables we used for

the High Knob Unit to aggregate the cells were: 1) Land Forms, 2) Soll

Source, 3) Soil Texture, 4) Soil Moisture Regime, 5) Soil Modifiers,

6) Forest Type, 7) Stand Condition Class, and 8) Land Class Code.

The first five of these variables are the components of what the

Forest Service calls the "Ecological Management Unit." This is composed

of all solls information. Land Forms gives information as to whether

or not there is a strip mine ln a cell, elevation and aspect of slopes,

and whether or not it is a bench, cove or flood plain. Soil Source

identifies the origin of the soll material on a given area and tells

whether or not lt was transported from somewhere else to where it is now.

Soil Texture gives the size of the particles that make up the soll. It

tells if the soll is a loam, sand, clay or some combination of the three.
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Soil Moisture Regime is the variable for the amout of water generally
found in the soil. It has only three categories and they are dry,

moist and wet. Critical characteristics of the soil such as extreme
erosion, steepness, stoniness, bedrock or depth to the restrictive

layer are found in the variable for Soil Modifiers.

Besides the Ecological Management Unit there are also the

variables for Forest Type, Stand Condition Class and Land Class code.
The variable for Forest Type puts each cell into a forest type category

which has been specified by the Forest Service for the unit. Stand

Condition class consists of categories for immature, mature, or damaged

sawtimber and poletimber. It also has categories for non—stocked land

and that in regeneration.

Land Class Code is the last variable we considered and it has

. categories to specify what the land is used for and where special W

interest areas such as historic, scenic, and recreational areas are

found. All of the grid maps that were made for the other variables

could contain only ten (0 to 9) categories but the Land Class Code
had a lot more and the maps were made by using "combination maps"

which is an option permitted in the Harvard Grid Program. For more infor-
mation on the variables used in the aggregate program see Appendix Table

I.

The aggregation of the information into the final form was a great

task in itself. Therefore, we wrote a computer program to do this.

The program itself was written by R. D. Stuck and C. W. Smart, graduate

students at Virginia Tech. It is written in FORTRAN and can be used
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for any number of variables and adopted for use for any unit. An

example of the output from this program will help to demonstrate exactly

what we finally used as our basic management unit. In table 1 there

is an example for aggregate number 436. This program changed our
‘

initial basic management unit, the cell, into our new basic unit of

management, "the aggregate." we went from 3293 cells to 1633

aggregates by using the aggregating procedure.

Looking specifically at Table 1, the first number on the top line

of the output is the "aggregate reference number" and here it is

_ number 436. This is the number given to the aggregate as it is formed

by the computer program. The number is important for identifying the

aggregate and the cells contained in it. The next number to the right

of the reference number is the word "AGGREGATE NO." The number follow-

ing this word is the code number for the aggregate. These numbers are

the values of the respective variables in the order listed before,

for this aggregate. For example, 8 = Southerly slopes 2500 to 4500

feet elevation and is the value for the Land Forms variables. The

next number, 3, stands for mixed sandstone and is the value for the

Soil Source variable.
l

So these numbers give the information about the aggregate by the

numbers that appear on the legends of the grid maps for the values of

the variables. The remainder of the information in table l is just

the total number of cells in the aggregate and coordinates for these

cells as foud on the grid maps. As mentioned before, the cells in

one aggregate are contiguous or touching on the edges or corners„
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Table 1. Example of aggregate program output —

436 Aggregate No. 835327950 Total Cells 3

Line V VVVVVVVColumn V V

165 47

164 47

163 47



Some aggregates may have the exact same code number but are not

touching on the map. What we have done is to select areas which

are homogenous in terms of the variables used. These areas or

aggregates are our basic management uit. The size of these

aggregates varies from one cell, of which there are many, to

around 20 cells. There seem to be relatively few large aggregates.

As an addition to the aggregate program a section which

lists the aggregate code numbers for each reference number was
·

later added. Also a section was added to give the reference

number for the aggregate in which each cell appears. These

extra sections were added to facilitate the use of the output

when data was being compiled for the linear programming model.

Objective Function

A quantifiable objective function was needed for the model.

After extensive discussion it was finally decided that maximizing

timber production is the most mathematically tractable of the

possible alternative objective functions. It should be noted here

that the name "objective function" is rather misleading. Actually,

the objective function is a function which is maximized (in this

problem) subject to a list of constraining equations that are

satisfied before the variables in the objective fuction are filled.

So if the constraints are other multiple use activities with minimu

acceptable levels set, then the objective fuction, or timber, is

actually the one of the last things to be considered by the linear

programming algorithm.
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In the general LP model our objective function was defined

as: *
n

MAX.
jil cjxj

where Cj = the allowable volue of timber cut per acre

g Xj = the nuber of acres of tiber to be cut
n = the number of separate timber variables

Our initial plan was to have just one timber variable for each

aggregate where there might be timber cut so that j = 1, . . . 1633.

But after some thought it was decided that there may be more than

one type of cut that could be made on any one aggregate and thus a

different allowable cut estimate for each. So we broke the objective

fuction down further and came up with the following possible

variables: (XXXX stands for the aggregate reference number)

1) CCXXXX = the number of acres of timber that could be

clearcut on aggregate XXXX by the conventional
I

methods.

2) CLXXXX = the number of acres of timber that was specified

by the Forest Service that could only be clearcut by

cable logging methods on aggregate XXXX.
A

3) CLSXXXX = the number of acres of timber that was originally

specified by the Forest Service as area that could be

clearcut by conventional methods but was changed to an

„ area that could be only cable logged due to excess soil
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erosion possibilities on aggregate XXXX.

4) PCXXXX = the number of acres of timber that could be partial

cut (any commercial thinning) on aggregate XXXX.

Thus our basic objective function is the summation of the allowable

cut per acre for each variable times that variable. There could be none,

one, or up to four variables for timber cutting for each aggregate

that could appear in the objective function. The allowable cut, however,

was the same for all the clearcut variables but was different for the

partial cut variable. After the objective function was finally set up

it contained 482 variables in the form mentioned above. Not all

aggregates had cuts scheduled and some aggregates that could be cut

didnotnecessarily have all types of cuts possible.

The information as to the allowable cut per acre and where timber

might be cut was derived from the ten year stand selection maps and

compartment prescription printouts for the High Knob Unit. The ten

year stand selection map showed where the Forest Service would consider

cutting timber over the ten year planning period for which the unit plan

was to be developed. The total area selected amouted to a little

over 6700 acres that they thought might be cut. Each cell was recorded

within the boundary on the ten year stand selection maps and then each

cell was related to its corresponding aggregate. Table 2 shows the

criteria used to develop the allowable cut estimates used as the

coefficients of variables in the objective function, the Cj.
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Table 2., Criteria for deriving allowable cut estimates

. . ' Z Z'
iii iii . Z'.

.'FORCLEARCUT ACRES

Stand Condition C1ass* Site Index ** Yie1d—Bd.Ft./Acre***

2,3,4,5, Less than 75 5,750

2,3,4,5 Greater than 75 7,000

6,7 Less than 75 3,100

6,7 Greater than 75 3,620

l Greater than 75 3,000

1
4

Less than 75 2,500

FOR PARTIAL CUT ACRES ·

Stand Condition C1ass* Site Index** Yield-Bd.Ft./Acre***

1,2,5 Less than 70 1,500

1,2,3 Greater than 70 1,750

5 Greater than 70 1,800

4 Greater than 70 1,750

4 Less than 70 1,500

* 1 = Immature Sawtimber
2 = Immature Poletimber
3 = Mature Sawtimber and Poletimber
4 = Low Quality Sawtimber
5 = Low Quality Poletimber
6 = Sparse Sawtimber '
7 = Sparse Poletimber

** Obtained from Compartment Prescription Printout.
*** Values set by Jefferson National Forest Timber specialist.
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Determination gf_A£ga§_w}th_Excess §gi1_Erosion

As noted in the previous section, the timber variables in the

objective function with the form CLSXXX are those variables for

areas where timber could only be clearcut by cable logging methods

due to excessively erodable soil. This classification was assigned

by the soil scientist at the Supervisor's office in Roanoke.

He determined gross erosion and the erosion tolerance in tous per

acre for each ecological management unit map symbol. These were matched

with the ecological management unit code for each aggregate by comparison

to a sumary of aggregate code numbers and their respective reference num-

bers. Aggregates where the gross erosion was greater than the tolerance

were assigned to the CLSXXX category. This method does not upset the

soil as much as a conventional clearcut. So if the LP solution specifies

that there should be cut for variables in the form CLSXXXX, it is shown

that only the cable logging method could be used if ay cut was made at

all.

Formulation gf_Constraints

Timber Variable Constraints
Each variable in the objective fuction was constrained by the

approximate maximum acreage that could be cut for that variable. The

format for the constraints was set up letting each variable be less

than or equal to the specified maximum acreage value. The following

example constraint may help to clarify this:
ß

CL3 j 15
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This constraint implies that even if there are more than 15 acres of

timber on aggregate number 3, only some 15 acres may be cable logged

at maximum. The Forest Service set up these maximums for the variables

from their ten—year stand selection maps overlayed by the grid sheets

and we then related the information to the respective aggregates.

The MPS package provides an alternative to actually writing

a constraint for each variable. It allows the user to specify an upper

(or lower) bound for any variable. This option may be preferred in some

problems but we wanted to be able to get the maximum timber volume

possible before we added any of the activity or budget constraints.

The 'bounds" method may not have enabled us to do this. Since none of

the manuals I referred to seemed to shed any light on this subject,the

"constraint" method was used to insure the desired results.

The Forest Service limits the size of each clearcut for environ-

mental and aesthetic purposes to 50 acres. However, there are no

constraints included in this model to limit each clearcut size. It

would have made the model extremely complicated to have included this

option and we felt the extra effort that it would have taken was better

spent trying to obtain better information on the other products from

the forest. The objective was to develop a multiple use type of model

not a dynamic model for timber management. So it was assumed that

clearcuts will be laid out so that the size of each clearcut will not

be excessive. Costs for clearcut timber sales and administration work

were set in recognition of this effort. Budget constraints of this

matter will be discussed later.
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Constraints to limit clearcut size are a refinement which may be

desired in a later study. Halterman (1972) developed a technique for

this type of model.

ggg Acreage Constraint fg; Clearcutting

The Forest Service manages its timber on an area regulation basis.

The rotation is 100 years and the goal is to clearcut 10 percent of the ,

regulated acreage (i_5 percent of this figure) each 10 year planning

period. About 4800 acres were to be cut on the High Knob Unit by

this criteria, but only about 4500 specified as being possible to clear-

cut in the next ten years. This is, of course, a conflict of objectives.

In order to let the Forest Service specify a minimum number of acres to

clearcut, a constraint in the following form was added:

Z(CCXXXX + CLXXXX + CLSXXXX)_; R

where XXXX is the aggregate reference number. Since all 1633 aggregates

did not appear in the objective fuction and not all types of costs

were specified for each aggregate, some coefficients of the variables

in this constraint would be zero when XXXX ranges from 1 to 1633. The

"R" value is the objective that can be specified by the uit planning

team for the number of acres desired to be clearcut. The program

will give the summation of the number of acres actually cut for the

optimal solution. Since the objective set by the Forest Service was

greater than what they had specified as being possible to cut, I

set the objective as 4000 acres to be clearcut. This was varied by

parametric programming to note changes in the other activities and
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budgets ad will be discussed in detail in the section on "Results."

Non—hunting Recreation Constraints
·

The general form for each of the non—huting recreational constraints

is as followsz

A — (Za X) + (EbY) Z_R

This constraint is in units called visitor days where 1 visitor day

(VD) = 12 hours of recreational use. The elements of the constraint

are defined below with the units for each following the definition and

in parenthesis:

A = The maximum use that could be expected with existing facilities

for the 10 year planning period (VDS).

Z = Summation of the following components.

a = The average loss of use per acre clearcut for the affected
·_

variables in the objective fuction in the 10 year planning

period (VDS./ACRE CLEARCUT).

X = A symbol to represent any of the variables of the forms CCXXXX,

CLXXXX, or CLSXXXX that were in the objective function and

were affected by losses for the specified activity (ACRES

CLEARCUT).

b = The increase in use for each new facility built on the

aggregate specified (VDS.)

Y = The number of new facilities to be built on the specified

aggregate and having the same "b" coefficient. For example

if a picnic area might be built on aggregate 1393, the "Y"
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for that would be Pl393. This variable would then be constrained

so that only one could be built (No. of facilities).

R = The minimum acceptable level of use or the objective as set

for the lO year period (VDS.).

This constraint allows the unit planning team to specify what they

can get from present facilities ("A" value) and then to see what effect

their clearcutting program will have on the recreational activities on

the unit. The losses of use per acre clearcut mainly point out this

relationship. Besides losses, there is also the option for increasing

use in visitor days by building new facilities that might offset some

of those losses due to clearcutting. It might be noted that partial

cutting was considered by the Forest Service to have little or no

influence on the majority of the non—hunting recreational activities

_ and therefore was not considered as producing losses for these
l

A
activities on the High Knob Unit.

The objective or minimum acceptable level ("R" value) on the

right hand side of the constraint limits the net loss of use. This

constraint sets off the interactions with clearcutting in aggregates

that the Forest Service had originally designated as containing

clearcut areas. The impact on timber yield can be observed by

changing the "R" values on these constraints and noting corresponding

changes in the value of the objective fuction.

The non—hunting recreational activities that have occurred on the

High Knob Unit in the past are camping (on developed and undeveloped

sites), picnicking, viewing outstanding scenery, auto driving
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for pleasure, general pleasure boating, swimming, horseback riding,

warm and cold water fishing, unguided touring, bicycling, and hiking.

We wated to develop a constraint for each of these activities but

no data or estimates could be found for some activities.

The "A" value in the general constraint is the maximum use in

visitor days, that could be expected with existing facilities over

the next ten years before any timber is cut. To arrive at this

value, a general equation was also developed to transform existing

"rules of thumb" and estimates into the value that we needed. The

formula is as follows:

A = !iäiE9£—gäXä-x Eägggxsää x QäX§—EäSg x No. Seasons = Visitor daysturnover day season

where:
U

Visitor days _ Average length of stay1)
turnover

— Pe°Ple at °"e time X 12 hrs. per Visitor Day

2) Eääääääää = An estimated value by the Forest Service

3) QäX§—EäEé-= The number of calendar days that the activitySeaS°" would probably take place per season.

4) No. Seasons = 10 which is the number of seasons in the planning
period.

Here, "People at one time" means the number of people that a facility4
could accommodate at any point in time. The "average length of stay"

is the average time one person spends using the facility per visit.

"Turnovers per day" is a value used to reflect the number of times a

group of people could occupy the facility in one day. For the values

used for these variables, see Appendix table II. Ußihg the above
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formula and the available estimates of its variables, the "A" values

were calculated and can be seen in the second column of Täblé 3.

The "R" values in the general constraint equation were not

calculated by a formula but were projected from existing data from

previous years. We desired an initial estimate of what use the

Forest Service wanted to provide for each activity in the forecoming

10-year period. To come up with these estimates, RIM (Recreation

InforMation) reports were used. These reports are summaries of

use data for recreational activities from previous years. From this

report and anticipated increases, the Forest Service personnel pro-

jected what they thought would be a reasonable objective to look for

in the upcoming planning period. In most cases they used the 1972

use figures for each activity as a base and projected the use for the

first 5 years of the new planning period and then projected the use for the

second S years by an increase over what they calculated for the first

5 years. In a few cases, however, projections for the activity were

based on an increase for the whole 10-year planning period.

The "a" constants in the general constraint are coefficients for

timber variables on aggregates where there are losses per acre clearcut.

The Forest Service evaluated potential losses and arrived st the follow-

ing conclusions. They said that there would be no losses in visitor

day use due to clearcutting in the following activities: 1) auto

driving for pleasure, 2) scooter and motorcycle riding for pleasure,

3) fishing, 4) viewing outstauding scenery (from observation sites),

5) unguided touring, 6) bicycling, 7) swimming. Since there were no
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Table 3. 'Summary of "A" and "R" values for non-huting recreational
activities

"A" Value "R" Value
l _,4¢tiV1tY l V V (Visitor Days) g _ (Visitor Days)

Camping

Developed 8
756,000 451,015

‘ Undeveloped 349,650 95,705

Picnicking 256,500 384,780

Viewing outstanding 16,125 45,945
scenery

‘ ‘
Auto driving for _ 2,457,000 1,201,085

pleasure

Scooter and Motorcycle 364,800 91,390
driving for Pleasure

1
General Pleasure Boating 36,288 90,615

Swimming 138,000 40,305

Horseback Riding 158,994 79,060

Fishing

Warm water 68,000 72,900

Cold water ' (
283,200 279,035

Unguided Tours 2,457,000 40,050

Bicycling 2,636,250 52,025

Hiking l 1,284,300 462,529
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losses (or gaius) due to clearcutting for these activities, there

was really no means for including these activities as coustraints

on our objective function. Some were, however, included in other

ways such as through inclusion in the budget coustraints. Therefore,

even though timber cutting could not decrease use for the activity,

there was always the option to increase the use opportmmity by building

new facilities.

The general methods used to estimate losses per acre clearcut

for applicable activities will be presented next. The method to

calculate these estimates for picnicking and camping (from developed

and udeveloped sites) is as follows:

L/A =
ääx

x (10 years) where:

AUA = ägx- and:

L/A = The loss per acre clearcut (in visitor days) for the cells

specified per 10 years.

TU = The total use in visitor days for 1972 (one year).

AUA = The number of acres of recreational uit area where clear-

cutting of timber would produce loss of visitor day use

for the activity. U

RU = The total number of recreational units on the High Knob

W Unit for the activity in question.

U/A ¤ The average number of recreational uits per acre on the grid

cells specified.
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The constants generated by this method were assigned to the proper grid

cells where losses would occur and then cell information was transferred
to the corresponding aggregate. For each activity, the loss per acre

was an average value for all of the cells concerned and therefore no

one aggregate could have two "a" coefficients for any activity. For

example, the average loss of use per acre clearcut for camping from

undeveloped sites was 2110 visitor days as obtained from the previous

method. There were 32 cells where this loss would occur if timber

were clearcut and each cell is contained in only one aggregate.

This procedure was developed by Forest Service personnel in an

attempt to obtain the estimates we asked for. The validity of the

estimates, in my opinion, is fairly good and is at least a step toward

getting this type of information. This coment is also applicable

to the next procedure that was developed for some of the other activities.

Developing estimates of losses per acre clearcut for horseback

riding and hiking was even more difficult. The procedure used to get

these estimates was done in the following manner:

L/A = -4- x PC where:TA

L/A = The loss of visitor days per acre clearcut for the cells

specified (per 10 years).

A = The "A" value for the activity (from table 3).

TA = Total acres where losses due to clearcutting may occur

= (c) x (21.6 Acres/grid cell); where c = the number of

cells where losses due to clearcutting may occur.
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PC = Percent loss of total use per acre as estimated by Forest

Service personnel.

This assumes that every acre of each cell couted (to get "c") could

have the loss in use if the acre were clearcut. The value of the

"c" variable for horseback riding is the sum of all the grid cells
in the categories of "Forest Service Primitive Roads," "Forest

Service Graded and Paved Roads," and "Forest Service Soil and Aggregate

Roads" as defined on the transportation systems grid map. The

value of "c" for hiking is the total number of cells of government

owned land minus all cells with roads except "Forest Service Primitive

Roads" and minus cells that contained water. The category of each cell

on the transportation grid map was very important especially for

hiking. The average L/A was adjusted somewhat to make the estimates

more realistic for certain cells. The average loss per acre clearcut

for hiking was increased approximately 75 percent for cells that con-

tained hiking trails or a Forest Service primitive road. This increase

was made because more hiking would take place on these areas. For cells

in the general forest zone, the average loss was decreased by approximately

5 percent since less than average use would likely occur here. These

increases ad decreases were made by the Forest Service personnel.

The last term in the general constraint for non—hunting recreational

activities is that for increasing visitor day use for each activity.

This is an option that we included for activities where there may be new

facilities built within the new planning period. The "b" in the terml
is a constant which is equal to the number of visitor days which each
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new facility could increase the use in the activity. The "Y" part

of the term is the choice variable which is set less than or equal to
A

the number of facilities that could be built on the specified

aggregate. In all cases there was not over one facility that could

be built on any aggregate so a variable constraint such as Pl393_j 1

was added to make sure that only this one picnic area could be built

on aggtégaté 1393. Here Pl393 is a "Y" variable but it defines more

specifically what facility might be built and where it might be

built. Table A lists the variables used as the "Y" for the activities

where new facilities might be built and the estimated amount each

facility would increase the use opportunity for the activity. The

variables used were named similar to the example above for picnicking

except the variable "LAKE." There was only one lake specified

and it covers several aggregates so no number as such was attached to

the end of this variable. If this lake were built it would increase

both use for warm water fishing and general pleasure boating as can

be seen from the table.

The facilities listed in table happened by chance to be related
V

to activities where no losses due to clearcutting occurred. The

term for "losses" in the general formula presented above simply is

estimated and the other terms are the same as defined for the other

non—huting recreational constraints.

Constraint°jg£_Assuring Timber Qut_if_gpLgkg_lg_§gi1g ·

As mentioned in the previous section, a lake might be built onl

the High Knob Unit if the money is available. If a lake is built,
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Table 4. New facilities that might be built on the High Knob Unit
and the Eßtimated am°““t that they would increase use for
the activities *

Variable Activity affected Increase
(Visitor days)

08401 Viewing scenery from 8,850
observation sites

08440 4,425

08512 8,850

081595 8,850

P1393 Picnicking 28,500

P1473 · 90,000

LAKE Pleasure boating 54,000

Warm water fishing 101,250

*Estimates made by Forest Service. These estimates vary
depending on when the facilities might be built.
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it seems mandatory that any timber that was picked as a possibility

for cut would certainly be cut on the lake site. A constraint in

the following form was included to take care of this.

Za X — t (LAKE)_; 0

where: a = The average allowable cut per acre (as in the objective

function).

_ ‘
X = The timber variables as defined in the objective function

_ .for those aggregates where a lake might be built.

t = The total volume possible from the aggregates where timber

might be cut (= the maximum of ZaX).

LAKE = The variable for building a lake on the High Knob Unit.

Essentially what this constraint does is to force the timber variables

to assume their maximum values if a lake is built. If the money is

available to build the lake (lake is set j_l), then LAKE ¤ l and the

value of the term "t (LAKE)" becomes the maximum board feet of timber

on the aggregates where the lake might be built. In order that the "0

objective" be met, all of the timber variables must assume their maximum

value. It is assumed that enough money would be made available so that

a fraction of the lake would not be built. If the lake is not to be

built, the variables are only constrained to have a sum greater than

zero which would be the case anyway and thus the variables may or may

not assume a value depending on the solution.

Constraints fg£_Hunting

Four major types of hunting occurred on the High Knob Unit.

They were turkey, squirrel, deer ad grouse hunting. Constraints
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for these were set up in the same general form as those for the non-

hunting recreational activities but some of the terms in the constraints

were derived and defined in a different manner.

The objectives or "R" values for each of the constraints were

primarily a function of the "A" values. Therefore, I will derive

the "A" values and the losses and gains ("a" values) due to timber

cutting for each type of huting first and then discuss how the "b"
values and the "R" values were calculated.

Turkey and squirrel have similar habitat requirements and thus

occur generally on the same types of areas. Further, the hunter is
l

usually where the animal is. So in order to narrow down the area on

which turkey huting (and thus squirrel huting) would occur we used

the "featured species" grid map for the High Knob Unit. This grid

map shows the animal that the given habitat will best support. The

sum of the number of cells for the areas where turkey and squirrel

were featured is the number of cells where we assumed turkey hunting

(and squirrel huting) would be most likely to take place. Therefore,

the total acres where turkey hunting was to be foud was assumed to

be the product of the number of cells where turkey and squirrel might

be found and the size of each grid cell. This figure was 35,186.4 ·

acres. The Wildlife Habitat Management Handbook for the Southern

Region (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1971) stated that where turkeys

were featured one could assume a population of about 10 birds per

square mile (or per 640 acres). The wildlife specialist for the·

Jefferson National Forest noted that this was also true for the area
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where squirrel was featured.

A = Average No. Birds Taken '°Hunter Hours Produced
Year X Bird Taken X 10 Years

X
Table 5 gives this and other estimates which were input into the

above formula to obtain the "A" value for turkey hunting. The

nmerical value of "A" for turkey hwuting on the High Knob was

12,000 huter hours for the 10 year period. The variables used in

table 6 would be the sae for other units on the Appalachian

National Forests but the values and estimates used may be altered for

other units .

The wildlife specialist stated that clearcutting and partial

cutting would increase hunter use on those areas cut. Therefore, the "a"

value, or the average hunter hours that could be produced per acre

was calculated by dividing the "A" value by the number of acres where

turkey huting would probably occur. The wildlife specialist also esti-

mated that clearcutting would increase hunter use 30 percent and that

partial cutting would increase it 50 percent. These estimates applied

to the previous figures resulted in a .10 man—hour increase in turkey

hnting per acre clearcut and a .17 man—hour increase per acre partial

cut.

The "A" value for squirrel hunting was derived somewhat differently

than that for turkey hunting even though both were considered as being

possible on the same area. The Wildlife Habitat Management Handbook,

(U.S.D.A., 1971) states that the Forest Service would like to maintain

1 squirrel per 2 acres of habitat. These figures seem to represent
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Table $.« High Knob data used to derive the "A" value for turkeyhumting

. ‘
. . ii"’i

Variable Value for High Knob Unit

Area for hnting turkey 35,186.4 acres or 55 sq. mi.

No. birds featured on area x 55 sq. mi. = 550

birds

Estimated take per year = 4.5 percent* of population
(Have spring gobbler featured or approx. 25 birds
season only)

Average no. hunter hours = 48*
to take one bird

*Estimates by wildlife specialist.
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the case for the High Knob Unit before any timber is cut in the next

ten year planning period. The handbook also says that 1 squirrel per

2 acres will support 7 hunting trips per 100 acres. If each huting

trip averages 3 hunter hours (as estimated by the wildlife specialist)

then the "A" value for squirrel huting can be calculated as followsz

35,186.4 acres of habitat = 2463 EEE£%§§;££iBä

then
n

A = 2463 x 10 years x = 73,890 Hunter hours

Clearcutting and partial cutting were decided by the planning team

to have a negative effect on hunter use for squirrel hunting. The

wildlife specialist decided that about 50 percent of the huter hours

on the average would be lost for each acre clearcut over the 10 year

period.;] Therefore the "a" value or hunter days lost per acre clearcut

was calculated by dividing the "A" value by the total number of acres

where squirrel (and turkey) hunting might occur. Then this figure was

multiplied by .50 to get the loss on the acres where clearcutting was

possible. This gave a figure of 1.05 hunter hours lost on the average

per acre clearcut.

l
l/The percents estimated for losses and gains per acre clearcut

and partial cut are average percent values. They consider that if the
timber is cut early in the ten year period, the losses or gains will be
more than if the timber is cut later in the planning period.
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Partial cut acres (commercial thinning) were estimated as a 25

percent loss. The "a" value for this was calculated in the same

manner as above and the average loss was .53 hunter hours per acre

partial cut. Both of these figures were assigned to the proper

cells and aggregates just as they were for turkey hunting.

Deer and grouse hunting were also likely to be found on areas
l

with similar types of habitat. The total area where these types of

hunting were considered likely on the High Knob Unit were found by

adding the cells where each of these species were featured and then

multiplying by 21.6 acres per cell as was done before with turkey

and squirrel. This gave 35,942.4 acres where deer and grouse hunting

might occur.

Optimal spacing or closeness of hunters at any given time with

the present conditions on the High Knob Unit for grouse hunting was

estimated to be l hunter per 15 acres. The wildlife specialist also

estimated that the most any hunter would hunt grouse in one day was

4 hours. Considering this and an estimated 88 day season for the

High Knob Unit, the "A" value for the grouse hunting constraint was

estimated as follows:

35,942.4 Acres X -=2396z39§.EEä§£ä·x

é—g2ää;ä§E£iEä = 9584.6 Hours Hunting Per Day

Therefore:

A = 9584.6 X ggéäää- x 10 Seasons
l

= 8,434,483.Z Huter Hours
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Clearcutting was decided to have a positive effect on hunter use

for grouse and partial cutting seemed to have no effect. On cells

where clearcutting might occur it was estimated that the hunter use

would increase about 4.5 times the average that was allocated to each

acre. Thus we had an "a" value or gain of 1057.5 hunter hours of

grouse hunting on the average for each acre clearcut. This was found

as followsz

8,434,483.2 Huter Hours °
= 235 Hgtgr Hgurg Average

35,942.5 Acres of Hunting Area Acre

235 x 4.5 = 1057.5 Hunter Hours of Grouse Hunting on
the Average Gained per Acre Clearcut

The "A" value for deer hunting had to be developed in a somewhat

different manner. The wildlife handbook states that a 10,000 acre

area with l deer per 30 acres will provide 660 man days of deer

huting or 3960 hunter hours (6 hunter hours per man day). Since

the High Knob Unit has the same type of relationships the "A" value

can be obtained from the following proportion.

10,000 Acres ¤ 35,942.4 Acres
3960 Hunter Hours A

then:

A = 142,332 Huter Hours

The "A" values, as was seen, were defined differently» for each type

of hunting constraint because different "rules of thumb" were available

for the different species. Squirrel hunting was the only constraint

A in which the 'bY" term was used. All of the other constraints but this
one had a means of increasing the "capacity" or "maximum projected
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use under present conditions" by timber cutting. In order to provide

a means for expanding the use opportunity in squirrel hunting the "bY"

term was added and constrained with a budget constraint. For squirrel

huting the 'b" constant was defined as five hunter hours of squirrel

huting increased per man hour spent on squirrel management. Then

the "Y" variable was to be defined as the number of man hours spent on

squirrel management by a specialist to increase hunter hours.

The "r" values or the objectives were set by increasing the

"A" value for each type of humting by 5 percent. This was done as a

first estimate of what the objective would be. No data were available

on past hunter use for the species we considered. Since part of the

value of the model is the manipulation of objectives, the initial

ones that I set may be easily changed and manipulated as will be seen

in the section which presents the results. Table 6 shows a summary of

the values that were used as the basis for the initial humting con-

straints.

Budget Constraints

Budget constraints were added where applicable to make the LP

model for multiple use more realistic. Two constraints were applicable

to timber production. These were for timber sales and administration

costs and reforestation costs. The basis for these constraints was

the following general form:

Z (aY);j R
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Table 6.» Summary of estimates used to develop hunting constraints

n

Turkey Squirrel Deer Grouse
Value Huting ~Humting Hunting Hunting

"A" 12,000 73,890 142,332 8,434,483

"a" (clearcutting) + .10 - 1.05 + 17.8 + 1057.5

"a" (partial + .17 - .53 0 0
clearcuttiug)

'b" 0 S 0 0

"R" 12,600 77,585 149,449 8,856,207
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where: a = The average cost per acre of timber cut ($/ACRE).

Y = The timber variable in any of the forms mentioned in the

section on the objective function (ACRES).

R = The amount of money allocated to the respective budget

by the Forest Service (S). '

The "a" values of the constraints for timber sales and administration

were based on past costs and the distance from the work center to the

compartments. The Forest Service compiled these estimates (Table 7).

The "a" values for reforestation costs were also based on past costs

ad distance plus estimated site preparation costs (Table 8).

Generally, the other budget constraints follow the above form.

For the special construction budget the "a" would be redefined as

the cost per facility built while "Y" would be the number of facilities

built. The "R" value would be the alloted amount of money that the

Forest Service planned to allocate to special construction. The kinds

of facilities included in this constraint were those for camping,

picnicking, observing outstanding scenery, and lake activities (boating

and warm water fishing). Table 9 presents a summary of the components

of the special construction budget. ‘

There was also a constraint for trail construction for horseback and

hiking trails. This constraint followed the same above form with "a"

being defined as the cost per mile of trail built and "Y" being the

number of miles of the type of trail built. The estimated average cost

per mile to build horseback trail was $4000 (on the High Knob Unit)

and $2500 for hiking trail.
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Table 7. Timber sales and administration "a" values for the
High Knob Unit

Cost Per Acre
(Dollars)

Compartment No.

Type OfSalel.

Clearcut-
Conventional Meuhgds 50 55 60

· 2. Clearcut—
Cable Logging 40 45 50

3. Partial Cut-
(Commercial Thinning) 55 60 65
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Table 8. 'Reforestatiou "a" values for the High Knob Unit

Cost Per Acre
’‘‘‘‘

(Dollars)

Compartment No.

Type of Sale 41-66 67-81 82-93

1. Clearcut-
Conventional Methods 45 50 50

2. Clearcut-
Cable Logging 15 15 15

3. Partial Cut-
(Commercial Thinning) O O 0
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Table 9 . Special construction budget "a" values for the High Knob
Unit

Cost/Facility
Type Facility Variable Name No; Possible (Dollars)

Observation
Sites OS 401 1 40 ,000

OS 440 1 3,000

OS 512 1 , 40,000

OS 1595 1 40,000

Picnic Sites P1473 l 49,000

P1393 1 25,000

Lake LAKE 1 550,000
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The wildlife management budget constraint had only one term since

only squirrel hunting could be increased by non—cutting management

activities. So the budget constraint for wildlife management was

in the following form:

(aY)_j_ R

where: a = The cost per man hour spent on wildlife management

to increase hunter hours of squirrel hunting.

Y = The number of man hours spent on squirrel management

by a specialist to increase hunter hours (as defined

before under huting constraints).

The estimated "R" values are summarized in Tablel0 . These estimates

were made by Forest Service personnel based on what had been alloted to

each budget in previous planning periods. It should be noted that

4
these values were also varied to observe the changes in the value of

the choice variables ad the objective function.

The Forest Service, of course, has more budgets than the ones

we used for constraints but we only included the ones that were

applicable to our problem and ones that we could get cost estimates

for.
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Table 10. Summary of estimated "R" values for budget constraints

Category Budgeted Amount
- ~ »- · - (Dollars)

Special Construction 60,000

Reforestation 130,000

Administration and Timber Sales 250,000

Wildlife Management 20,000

Trail Construction 25,000



RESULTS

The results of this study on the High Knob Unit were the linear

programming model for multiple use and a series of solutions from the

model. The volume of timber to cut, and where to cut it, what types

of cuts to make, and the number of acres to cut on each aggregate

are indicated in each solution. Also the total amout of general

recreation and hunting use can be foud from the optimal solutions

for the unit in the upcoming planning period. Budget constraints added

realism to the model. Parametric programming, a characteristic of

the MTS/360 computer package, enabled us to produce the series of

solutions (sensitivity analysis) so that trade—offs could be noted

among the land uses and the monetary resources.

lypgs_pf Solutions

Solution fg£_Maximum Timber Volue

An initial rum was made to find the maximum volume which could be

cut before any other constraints were added. This meant cutting all

of the acres that the Forest Service had specified as possibly being

cut in the ten year planning period. Thus all of the timber variables

would obtain their maximum values. This run indicated 29,020,125 board

feet of timber could be cut and gave us a basis of comparison with other

runs where activity and budget constraints were present.

Initial Optimal Solution

The other constraints previously mentioned were then added to the

data. This included non—huting recreational activities, hunting, and

47
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budget constraints. The initial run of this set of data used the

initial "R" values or objectives that were the first approximations

that the Forest Service and I made. The number of acres desired to

be clearcut was set at 4000 for an initial solution.

It became immediately obvious from the first trial ru of this

data that the solution was infeasible because one or more con-

straints were impossible to satisfy or, in other words, they were "too

tight." This situation was changed by altering the objectives set for

the activities or budgets. If, for example, 385,000 visitor days

of picnicking was the objective for the ten year period and the most

possible that could be produced, given the other constraints, was

375,000 then the objective was lowered to make the solution feasible.

In this case there was no other alternative.

Several infeasibilities were foud and the changes made to arrive

at an initial optimal solution shown in Table ll. The last column of

the table shows the initial optimal solution achieved with the changes

that are noted. Changes in the budget constraint rows were made to

increase present capacity to provide enough new facilities to achieve

the objectives for some of the activities.

There are other ways an initial optimal solution could have been

achieved. An example would be changing the objectives rather than the

budgets. In some cases, however, budget changes would not give a

feasible solution either. This is due to the fact that it was not

possible to build enough new facilities to increase the use for the

activity even if there was enough money. There was no choice except
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to lower the objective when this was the case.

The budget "R" values were set in the initial optimal solution so

that all facilities and trails were built when this would satisfy the

"R" values we used initially for the activity constraints. Table 12

shows a summary of these variables and what their values were in the

optimal solution.

Sensitivity Analysis

In order to see what the trade—offs were between alternatives,

a series of LP solutions were run. The objectives ("R" values) that

were used to obtain the initial optimal solution were used as a

basis for these solutions. The initial objectives were decreased

by 20 and 40 percent and then increased by 20 and 40 percent one at

a time while all other objectives were held constant at their initial

value. This was achieved by parametric programming which allows the

user to vary the right hand sides of the constraints by a multiple of

a specified change colum. The change column in each instance was

20 percent of the initial objective used to get the original solution.
1

It should be noted that an optimal solution must be obtained before

parametric programing (postoptimality analysis) can be used.

The results of these rus are shown in Tables 13 through 29

Each table represents the varying of the right hand side (objective
W

or "R" value) of a different constraint row. The tables should be

examined by first looking at the initial solution and then noting the

changes in the solution as the objective is increased and decreased.

'l‘here are many changes of this type that could be made with his model.
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Table 12. The initial values of the variables for facilities built
from the initial optimal solution

Variable Definition Value

HBT The number of miles of horseback 6.25
trail to be built.

HIKET The number of miles of hiking trail 0
to be built.

Pl393 The nuber of picnic areas to be built 1
on aggregate 1393.

Pl473 The number of picnic areas to be built 1
on aggregate 1473.

05401 The number of observation sites to be 1
built on aggregate 401.

05440 The number of observation sites to be 1
built on aggregate 440.

05512 The number of observation sites to be l
built on aggregate 512.

051595 The number of observation sites to be l
built on aggregate 1595.

LAKE The number of lakes to be built on the 1
unit.

SQMI Man hours of time that should be spent 15,385
by a wildlife specialist to manage
habitat to increase huter hours of
squirrel hunting.
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When the increments were made in some of the initial objectives, the

full increment caused infeasibility. This means that the solution

presented in the tables, when this was the case, is for the maximum

(or minimum) value that the objective could be set at and all other

constraints still be satisfied.

Two, three, or more "R" values could be incrementednat once

and each by different values. This enables the unit planning team

to play the "what if" game or evaluate their alternatives. The

series of solutions presented were meant to give a rather wide range
l

in the objectives. and the corresponding solutions. For each solution

obtained there is a list of the timber acreage variables with the values

for the ones where cuts would be best. Also there are values for the

variables for new facilities that might be built. Computer printouts

are available for each run that was made to compile the tables.

Only three changes occurred in the values for the "new facility"

variables. These are presented in Table 30 and a brief comment is

made for each change.

Q£hgr_Useful Information

The MS/360 computer package produces other information that could

prove useful in conveying information about the problem at hand. A picture

of the LP matrix may be obtained by simply adding the "PICTURE" control

statement in the LP program. This statement gives the matrix elements

in categories which are defined at the end of the printout of the

matrix. If the actual values of the elements are desired, a "TRANCOL"

statement can be added to the control program.
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These options are valuable, first, as a debugging aid for LP

programs. They would usually be called for in initial runs of a

new problem and later eliminated to conserve computer time and out-

put. But in the final rus, they would be useful to anyone interested

in knowing the makeup of any constraints or the objective fuction.

Also the values of the slack variables for each constraint row

are given. The slack variable tells the amout of unused resources

in the final solution. It is simply the difference between what was

specified as the upper or lower limit on the constraint and what was

actually used or produced for that row. This is almost always of

interest in problems such as ours because resources are usually

scarce and should be reallocated where possible if some are uused.

Another tool that may be of interest is the column in the

solution entitled "REDUCED COST". This column gives the rate of

change (where it exists) in the objective function value per uit

change in the non-basic timber variable (variable which has a "0"

value in the final solution). This could be of value to the uit

planning team in evaluating trade-offs between areas cut and the

value of the objective fuction. An example from the output of the

initial optimal solution is for the variable "CC296." The value in

the "REDUCED COST" column for this variable is -816 (rouded to nearest-

whole number). This is interpreted as a decrease of 816 board feet in

the objective fuction per acre not clearcut on aggregate 296.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMNDATIONS

Discussion gfyResults

Sensitivity Analysis Evaluated

The results of the sensitivity analysis show that the model is

D comparatively insensitive to changes made in the management objectives.

However, some of the changes show some significant trade-offs between

activities and resources as seen in the tables in the previous section.

Some of these changes will be discussed in this section in specific

terms as well as some generalizations about other results obtained

from the sensitivity analysis.

When the initial objective for undeveloped camping was varied

from -40 percent to +40 percent (Tablel3) over 45,000 board feet of

timber was lost although notable increases were seen in undeveloped

camping, horseback riding, hiking and squirrel huting. This was

because less timber was being clearcut which in turn increased udeve-

loped camping use (lowered decreases) and the other activities were

increased since they had losses on the same areas as did undeveloped

camping.

When the initial objective for turkey hunting was increased by

64 hunter hours or about..5 percent (Table2Cb, more notable changes

were seen. A loss of over a million board feet of timber and an

increase of over 700 visitor days of horseback riding occurred. Other

· notable losses were in hiking, squirrel hunting, grouse hunting and

deer hunting. These types of trade—offs are those expected from the

type of data used. Here, the timber acres cut to enhance turkey

90
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habitat were the same acres where squirrel hunting was featured.

Thus a loss was noted for squirrel hunting since timber cutting

produced losses of huter hours of squirrel huting on these acres.

The loss in grouse and deer hunting was due to less acres of timber

cut where deer and grouse were featured. Since timber cutting had a

positive effect on the hunter use for these species, there was a loss

in use when acres on this area were not cut.

The same type of explanation follows when the initial objective

for grouse hunting was varied (Table 22). Decreasing the objective

caused no change in the initial optimal solution but when the initial

objective was increased by 1,451,798 hunter hours or 16 percent there

was a loss of over a million board feet of timber, over 700 visitor

days of horseback riding, and over 1600 visitor days of hiking. There

were also increases of over 100 hunter hours of squirrel hunting and

over 2,000 huter hours of deer hunting. All of these changes can be

explained by the same reasoning mentioned before.

Sizable changes can also be noted when the initial objective for

deer huting (Table 23) was increased by 24,418 huter hours or 16

percent. Again there was a loss of over a million board feet of timber

volume and Variations similar to those when the initial objective

for grouse hunting was increased. There were no budget constraints

directly related to any of the hunting constraints except squirrel

hunting. But since all gains and losses were tied to acres of timber

cut, the budget constraints for timber cutting indirectly effected the

results mentioned above by restraining the total acres cut.
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Reforestation and timber sales and administration budget constraints

were directly related to timber cutting. They directly ffected the

timber cut variables and thezaggregates where cuts would be made.

Therefore, there were changes in the row values in the solutions where

activities were related to these variables. A change from -20 to +20

percent of the initial objective for the reforestation budget changed

the value of the objective function from 20 million board feet cut

to 24 million board feet (Table 24). Close to the same variation in

volume cut is noted for the same change in the initial objective for

the timber sales and administration budget (Table 25). This was due

to the fact that enough money must be provided to cover these costs

before cuts can be made. We felt that these two budgets were very

important in reflecting the value of proper administration in laying

out cuts and providing for reforestation after the cuts are made. If

this could not be done, it was assumed that the cuts were not to be

h made. This reflects good forestry which remains to be a big part of

multiple use management on the National Forests.

Notable changes in other management objectives were noted for the

changes in these two budgets. The major activities effected by these

budgets were horseback riding, hiking, all types of huting listed, ad

the number of acres clearcut.

An interesting change occurred when the initial objective for

clearcutting was increased (Table29). The full 20 percent increment

caused infeasibility, so the initial objective was increased up to its

maximum feasible value of 4,320 acres compared with the value in the
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initial solution of 4,246 acres. The volume of timber dropped,

however, by over a million board feet. At first this appears

‘
ulikely, but what apparently happened was that a lot of volume

° from partial cut acres was sacrificed to meet the increase in clearcut

acres. Under budget constraints for timber cutting, this result

seems realistic. If the budget constraints for reforestation and

timber sales and administration were relaxed
(“R"

values increased)

the total volume produced would probably have increased or decreased

by a small value.

This summarizes the major changes foud from the sensitivity

analysis of the initial solution. Again it is noted that many other

combinations of changes could be made on the initial optimal solution.

This type of analysis should be of value to the unit planning team

in making their planning decisions.

What does this analysis imply for the High Knob Unit? The

author has a general comment concerning his conclusion and then

several specific recommendations based on his work with the unit «

data. Generally there are few changes in management objectives that

would greatly effect the total multiple use plan for the unit. Some

noticeable changes were noted, however, when some budget allocations

were varied and some of the objectives for hunting caused a lot of

interactions among activities. I would, therefore, recommend

that the objectives be left close to the ones that were set to get

the optimal solution. Specifically, to do this, more money would

have to be added to the special construction budget to increase it
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to $747,000. This would allow all facilities to be built that were

needed to satisfy the objectives set to obtain the initial optimal

solution. The only alternative that seems feasible to this would

be to lower objectives for picnicking, viewing outstanding scenery

(from observation sites), boating or warm water fishing.

Since timber cutting was restrained by the reforestation and

timber sales and administration budgets, more timber could be cut,

at least up to the point where other constraints became limiting

factors, if these budgets were increased.

I would not recommend trying to increase the objective for turkey

hunting on the High Knob Unit. By only increasing the objective

for turkey huting by less than 100 hours in ten years, over a million

board feet of timber had to be sacrificed. The unit planning team may,

however, feel this is a fair trade—off.

The computer printouts should be evaluated by the unit planning

team to see what kind of cuts should be made and where. The aggregates

of cells can be defined in the "aggregate program" that we have provided

for them. From this, areas of the specified sizes that should be cut

ca be found on their base maps and identified on the ground.

Benefits gf_the_§gdel

This model should be beneficial for making management decisions

on the High Knob Unit and in preparing similar models for other units.

This model should aid the unit planning team in writing the next uit

plan for the High Knob Unit and they have stated that it could be of value

in preparing an environmental impact statement for the uit.
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The procedure for making this model, however, is just as

important as the model itself. The procedure finally used and

a lot of the estimates that had to be made, forced the unit planning

team to consider interactions more intensely than before. It stimu-

lated thinking that may not have been done otherwise. Comparatively

little work has been done on multiple use inventory methods and this

study hopefully has opened the door for more study in this area of

Forest Service planning.

The method used to develop this procedure and set up this

problem is unique from any we have seen. We were able to incor-

porate many aspects of multiple use and at the same time give the

Forest Service a better idea of whgrg_activities were to occur on the

ground. The use of grid maps and the aggregate program that we

developed provided the means to do this.

The aggregation program was a large undertaking in itself.

Many hours were spent generalizing this program so that it could

be applied to various sized uits and give as much information as

possible. Combining 6, 7, 8 or more variables for land characteristics

gives a great deal of information about the land.

In conclusion, the author feels that the model presented is

definitely of value not only as a tool for the High Knob Unit but

also as a pilot study for the production of similar models for other

units on the Appalachian National Forests. I feel it has stimulated

thinking in new areas of the unit planning process. "Rules of thumb"

and estimates are generally hard to express in a logical manner and
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put on paper. we have also highlighted areas where better estimates

need to be made.

This study called for a lot of this type of work and hopefully

has improved the organization of this type of data. Also we have

included at least some of each of the main aspects of the multiple

use objectives. Timber production, soil erosion, general recreation,

hunting and budget categories were all considered plus the location

of a lot of the activities on the ground was a great benefit of this

model.

Limitations g£_thg_mgdel

The objective of this study was to produce a multiple use model

using existing data and "rules of thumb" that were already being

used. Some of the estimates and procedures for deriving estimates were

rough but were the best approximations the Forest Service could give.

The quality of these estimates may be a limitation on the quality of

the solution. We realize the old saying of "garbage in - garbage

out" but we feel we have used the best estimates we could obtain.

Another limitation of this model could be when activities are

to occur in the ten year planning period. The model only tells that

an activity will or will not take place within the period. Usually

ten year averages were used as estimates. It does not tell when timber

is to be cut exactly or limit the size of clearcuts. This action was

to be left up to the judgement of the district managers.
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- Problems encountered

Numerous problems were encountered in developing this model

but most of them were technical in nature and dg notreally warrant

the Forest Service produced into a form that could be used to develop

our objective fuction and constraints. A lot of transformation had

to be made to get the data into a form that we could use. Some ·

idea of this problem was seen in the section on procedures. These

transformations were time consuming but they are repetitious enough

so that a computer program could be developed to do almost all of this

work.

Recommendations_fg£ Future york

The first recomendation is that a computer program to prepare

data for input into the LP model be developed. This seems to be

a must if the procedure we have used is to be economically applied

to other uits.

Also, an evaluation of the estimates used in the model would

be advisable to check their validity. The second phase of the

cooperative agreement between the Forest Service and Virginia Tech

will deal with this problem and hopefully other studies will also A

be initiated. The recent publication by Trimble, et al. (1974)

could provide a basis for study on multiple use inventory and

interactions between timber cutting and hunting and other recreatioual

activities.
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The information that we used to compile our objective function

was by far the best data available. This was not surprising since

for the last ten years timber had been emphasized as the major

product from the national forests. This explains partially the need

for the use of "rules of thumb" and estimates for other products of

the forest. To produce a better multiple use model, better information

about the other products from the forest is needed.
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values

Variable l: Landforms

Map legend number* Definition

0 Strip mine in cell

l Ridge and upper slopez 2500
to 4500 feet elevation

2 Bench _
3 Cove

4 Northerly slopes below 2500‘
feet elevation

5 Northerly slopes 2500 to‘
4500 feet elevation

6 Ridge and upper slopes below
2500 feet elevation

7 Southerly slopes below 2500
feet elevation

8 Southerly slopes 2500 to 4500
feet elevation

9 V Flood plain

*Map legend nubers do not always coincide with the numbers
° in the ecological management nit code. They were re-

defined in order to fit the 0 to 9 coding scheme on the
grid maps.
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 2: Soil source A
Map legend nuber Definition

0 Transported from place of
origin

l Dominantly sandstone

2 Dominantly shale
I

3 M:Lxed sands tone

4 (Not used)

5 Dominantly gneiss

6 (Not used)

7 (Not used)
'

8 (Not used)

9 Calcarious
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 3: Soil texture

Map legend number Definition

0 Lithic (Bedrock within 20
inches of surface or outcrops)

1 (Not used)

2 (Not used)

3 Sandy

4 Loam (Loam, very fine sandy
loam)

5 Silty (Silt loam, silt)

6 Mediu (Silty clay loam —

sandy clay loam - clay)

7 Fine (Sandy clay — silty clay —

clay)

8 Very fine (Plus 60 percent clay)

9 Organic (Material more than 12
inches thick)
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 4: Soil moisture regime

Map legend number* Definition

1 Wet — water at or near surface
for sufficient periods

2 Moist — moisture is adequate
for vigorous plant growth

3 Dry — Moisture is adequate for
vigorous plant growth except
in dry seasons

*Numbers not listed were not used.
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Appendix Table I; Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

‘

Variable 5: Soil modifiers
Map legend number* Definition

0 No critical modifiers
1 Erosion critical
2 Steepness critical

3 Stoniness critical
4 Bedrock critical
5 Depth to restrictive layer° _ critical
6 (Not used) ,

7 Strip mine in cell

*Numbers 8 through 9 not used.
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 6: Forest Type

Map legend number Definition

' O Forest Service codes 03,04:
White Pine, White Pine—Hemlock

1 Forest Service codes 06,07,08:
Hemlock—hardwood, White Pine-
Chestnut Oak

2 Forest Service code 49: Brush
species

3 Forest Service codes 41,44,57:
White Pine—Northern Red Oak;
Shortleaf Pine—oak; Scrub Oak

i 4 Forest Service codes 32,33,38,39:
Virginia Pine; Pitch Pine; Table
Moutain Pine; Shortleaf Pine

5 Forest Service code 48: Pitch
Pine—oak

6 Forest Service codes 53,50:
Yellow Poplar; White Oak—Red
Oak—Hickory

7 Forest Service codes 54,55,56:
White Oak; Northern Red Oak;
Yellow Poplar—White Oak—Northern
Red Oak

8 Forest Service codes 52,59:
- Chestnut Oak; Scarlet Oak

9 Forest Service code 81: Sugar
Maple—Beech—Yellow Birch
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 7: Stand condition class

Map legend number Definition

1 Forest Service code 12:
Immature sawtimber

2 Forest Service code 11:
Immature poletimber

3
:

Forest Service codes 09,10:
Mature poletimber, Mature
sawtimber

4 Forest Service code 08:
Low quality sawtimber

5 Forest Service code 07:
Low quality poletimber

6 Forest Service code 06:
Sparse sawtimber

7 Forest Service code 05:
Sparse poletimber

8 Forest Service code 03,02:
Damaged sawtimber, Damaged pole-
timber

9 Forest Service codes 01,13,14,
15: In regeneration; Seedling
and sapling, adequately stocked;
Seedling and sapling, inade-
quately stocked; Non-stocked
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 8: Land class code*

Map legend number Definition

ll Water areas — Natural lake
12 — Reservoir
13 - Estuary
14 — River or stream

20 Non—Forest - Isolated tracts
21 — Public parks and

cemetaries
22 .- Transmission lines
23 — Road and railroad right-

of—way
24 — Special uses
25 — Other non—forest lad

30 Reserved — Scenic area
31 - Historical area
32 — Natural area

— Geological or Archeological
area33 — Other

40 Deferred — Scenic area41 — Historical area
42 — Natural area
43 — Geological or Archeological

area44 — Other
50 Standard — General
51 — Key area
52 — Contains key area

6O Special - Travel influence zone
. 61 — Water influence zone

62 — Recreation buffer zone
63 — Special study areas
64 — Special management areas
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Appendix Table I. Variables used in aggregation procedure and
their values (continued)

Variable 8: Land class code* (continued)

Map legend number Definition

70 Marginal - Low intensity management
71 - Steep slopes
72 — Inadequate markets
73 - - Inaccessible - temporary‘

right—of<way needed
74 - Inaccessible - permanent

right—of-way needed
75 - Inaccessible — permanent

right-of—way needed —

cost exceed values
76 - Inaccessible - Physical

barriers
77 — Inaccessible - No roads

80 Unregulated - Developed recreation sites
81 - Undeveloped recreation

sites
82 — Undeveloped administration

sites
83 — Administrative sites
84 - Summer home sites
86 — Designated experimental

forest
87 — Nurseries and seed pro-

duction sites

90 Unproductive - Below productivity stand-
ards

*These numbers for these characteristics are the last two
numbers in the aggregate reference number. Combinations
of grid maps had to be made in order to map the lad class
codes.
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USING LINEAR PROGRAMMING TO IMPROVE UNIT

PLANNING ON THE APPALACHIAN NATIONAL FOREST

by

John R. Porter

(ABSTRACT)

A linear programming model for multiple use was developed for

the High Knob Unit of the Jefferson National Forest. The model was

intended to be a pilot study for the development of similar models

for other units in the Appalachians. ~

The model was developed to provide information about trade—offs

between timber, recreational activities, and budgets during the 10

year planning period. Currently used estimates and "rules of thumb"

were used as the means for relating the activities considered in the

model. The objective function used was timber maximization and it was

constrained by the activity and budget constraints.

The maximum possible timber volume that could be cut was found

for the High Knob Unit by using only acreage constraints on the

objective function. Then the constraints for the other activities were

added, each of which being tied to the timber variables. An initial

optimal solution was found which not only gave values for the amounts

of the activities that would be best to produce but also where they

were to occur on the ground. To provide information about trade-offs,

a sensitivity analysis was done to provide a series of solutions for



the High Knob Unit. These solutions were evaluated and recommen-

dations were made for the High Knob Unit.

Benefits and limitations of the model were discussed as

were the problems encountered in developing the High Knob LP.

Suggestions for future study were also made.


